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The Glassite® is an end product of an intense research
activity on glass. Together with the material
experiments and the fusion with other supports, it
represents the most natural path towards the creation
of new elements for decoration and quality furniture.
The coverings, available in various sizes up to a
maximum of 160x280 cm, can be customized with
thickness from 6mm up to 12mm. For the textures and
patterns used, the panels can be placed in unique and
exclusive furnishing contexts. Applications can vary
from covering to paneling to small details in larger
contexts. Glassite® represents for Decorprint, that
vision of materials customization, combined with the
exclusive elegance and modernity of glass. For special
needs, and with the advice of our digital artisans, it is
possible to design manufactures completely customized
in terms of measurements, thicknesses and drawings.
Every setting will be as personalized as a tailored suit.

Glassite® is a product obtained from one or more layers
of glass, laminated according to the industrial glass
industry standards. It can meet the requirements of
safety or aesthetic stratification, with the addition of
intermediate processing of other supports, from fabric to
metal. The standard thickness is 6mm, but customization
up to 12mm can be obtained on request, or special
technical glass can be used. Under laminating conditions,
high UV‐resistance conditions are obtained.

THE GLASSITE ® PROJECT

DOWNLOAD GRASSITE BROCHURE



EXAMPLE OF CUSTOM DESIGN GLASSITE



DETAILS































Fashion Leather project
beta version















































10 REASONS TO
CHOOSE OUR PRODUCTIONS



1 CUSTOMIZATION
Possibility to use graphics provided by the customer or to draw from existing libraries

2 CERTIFICATIONS 
We use certified colours according to common industrial uses. Our technology is also

low environmental impact.

3 NON COVERING COLOURS
Our nanoinks have very small dimensional properties that are suitable to preserve the 

material effect of materials.

4 VERSATILITY
Our colours allow wide ranging from glass decoration to wood, from metal to leather

and for many other custom tailored project.

5 INTEGRATION
Our decoration fits perfectly into the existing industrial production flow, from painting 

to glass lamination



6 COLOUR GAMUT 
In addition to the traditional CMYK colours we combine special colours such as transparent, 

white and silver.

7 COATING
We directly print the materials used without the use of primers, preserving their surface

characteristics.

8 NANO TECTECHNOLOGY
Continuous evolution and research on nanoinks allows excellent adhesion of dyes to the 

most difficult materials to customize, from glass to metal to skin.

9 ECOLOGICAL
Our production process is low energy and low CO2 emissions thanks to drying processes for 

drying

10 MADE IN ITALY
All the production process, from digital creation to decorating itself through hardware 

infrastructure, is MADE in ITALY



DESIGN AND PATTERN DATABASE

COLOURWIDE
Clicca qui ‐ http://www.colourwide.com/

COLOURWIDE 
…library for our customer


